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Abstract:

Walking and cycling to work can contribute to population health, but more objective knowledge
concerning exercise intensities, oxygen uptake and the metabolic demands of this physical activity is
needed for this and other evaluations. To attain this, valid and reliable instruments are a requirement.
The focus of this thesis was to evaluate whether the heart rate method can be used for this purpose.
It involves establishing the relation between heart rate and oxygen uptake during ergometer cycling
in laboratory conditions, and thereafter checking if the same relation exists during cycle or walking
commuting in a metropolitan area.

To accomplish this, a portable metabolic system was tested for validity and reliability in laboratory
and field conditions and the reproducibility of the heart rate and oxygen uptake relation in the
laboratory was evaluated. Furthermore, the heart rate and oxygen uptake relations during cycle and
walking commuting was compared with those attained in the laboratory.

The first two studies showed that a portable metabolic system is valid during laboratory and
sustained field conditions. Studies 3 and 4 showed that the heart rate method with respect to the
heart rate-oxygen uptake relationship is reliable on the group level for both walking and cycling
commuters during repeated measures in the laboratory. The last two studies showed that applying
the heart rate method during cycle commuting leads to valid levels of oxygen uptake on the group
level for both males and females. Contrary to that, the measured levels of oxygen uptake in the field
during walking commuting were on average 17% higher for males, and 13% higher for females
than the values obtained with the heart rate method. For both walking and cycling commuters, the
individual spread around the mean values was rather high, creating somewhat wide confidence
intervals for the mean values.

In summary, the heart rate method can be used for cycle commuters during their normal commuting
conditions, while for pedestrians it is necessary to take into account that oxygen uptake per heart rate
is higher while walking than that estimated from ergometer cycling in the laboratory.
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